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cadets conduct a formal flag retreat at the flag pole near Fernald Hall 1 hursday afternoon.
Officials: Cult
MATAMOROS, Mexico (AP) — One
of the stispects in a cult of human
sacrifice pointed out the grave of a 13th
body on Thursday and police ordered
him to dig it up.
"You'll do it with your hail if you_
have to," one officer told Sergio Mar-
tinez after the suspect was handed a pick
and shovel.
ktartinez had been taken back to a
ranch near Matamoros, where a dozen
bodies were unearthed Tuesday. He and
other suspects have told authorities there
were 14 bodies buried on the ranch. '
In a dramatic public confession
Wednesday, some of the five suspects in
custody said victims were put to death
in rituals that were intended_to pmvide_
a "magical shield" for members of a
drug-smuggling nng.
leaders led 
 flashy lives
Under the gaze of police on Thuriday,
Martinez went to work digging up the
new, grave and quickly revealed the body
of a man in his 30s. Martinez said the
man had been buried about four months
_ago.
So far, the only victim to be identified
was Mark Kilroy, a 21-year-old Univer-
sity of Texas pre-medical student who
was kidnapped on the streets of
Matamords last month during spring
break.
The suspects have said they killed at
the demand of Adolfo de Jesus Constan-
zo, whom they called "godfather."
They said Constanzo, 26, and Sara
Maria Aldrete, 24, called the "witch,"
tielieved___human_ _sacrifices gave the
• members of the_cult protection from
harm.
Cameron County Sheriff's Lt. George
Gavito said that Constanzo, a Cuban
.who has contacts in Miami, was last seen
Tisesday over the border in Brownsville,
__ 
-.IL...taming that Constanzo and
Aldrrte might be heading for Miami was
read to police officers there at roll calls
Thursday, but "at this time we're not tak-
ing any active stance on it," said
Detective Marie Chaney.
Constarizo's famili was known to live
in a middle-class neighborhood in the
Miami area from the late 19l0s to 1984,-
authorities said.
Meanwhile, nes+ details emerged about
the mitt leaders, who are said to have
driven luxury cars and worn_tapensive
clothes bought with drug profits.
(see CULT page 13)
Wright
defends
himself
WASHINGTON (AP) — With his
position as the nation's highest elected
democrat in jeopardy, House Speaker
Jim Wright mounted an emotional
defense Thursday against serious ethics
charges and declared he would "fight to
the last ounce of conviction and energy
that I posess. " '
In a 30-minute counteroffensive
delivered to reporters and television
cameras, Wright sought to rebut point
by point the charges being lodged
against him by the House ethics commit-
tee, which was writing its final report
after a lOrnonth S1.5 million investiga-
tion of his finances.
_Ranked by members of his leadership
team and Texas colleagues, Wright's
voice choked with emotion as he defend-
ed his wife, Betty against the charge that
her S18,000-a-year salary from a Fort
Worth business partner amounts to an
improper gift.
He said his wife was "a good decent,
caring, thoroughly honorable person"
and he would "damn well fight to pro-
tect -her honor and integrity from any
challenge from any source whatever the.
cost. "
"Whether I'm speaker of the house,
which is the greatest honor I've ever had,
is not important," Wright said. "What
is important is that Congress mow swift-
ly — and I'm prepared to move very
swiftly — to get distractive matters of
this kind behind us so that we can con-
centrate on the really important thing,
that affect this country of ours."
He said his reputation "is the most im-
portant thing and the only really impor-
tant thing. For my good name, which is
the legacy 1 .intend to leave to my
children and my grandchildren. I will
fight to the last ounce of conviction and
energy that I possess."
Wright declined to field questions
after his statement. After his impassion-
ed public defense, Wright returned to the
(see WRIGHT page 13)
_South African violence will escalate, activist says
by Doug Reuel
Staff Writer
Thc future of South A trica will be the escalation of
the violence that has characterized that country in the
last 30 years, anti-apartheid activist Joseph Thloloc
• said Thursday 
Thloloc, who is the editor of the largest black
newspaper in South Africa, The .Sowetan and who had
been imprisioned by the South African governMent,
said it would be a combination of this violence and
ecomomic sanctions that would bring down the apar-
theid regime
"Things are going to get very worse before they get
better," said Thloloe, who is currently- a. Neiman
Fellow at Harvard University.
Since 1960. South Africa has undergone a series of
peaks and plateaus, he said, marked by violent upris-
ings followed by capital being withdrawn from the
country and limitecjconciliatory measures by the apar-
theid government'.
Each peak gets progressively bigger, he said.
But Thloloe said the overthrow of apartheid is a
ways away.
"Organized armed struggle is still in the nascence
stage," he said. "All I know is it's frightening to
look at what's ahead."
Between 1960-1963 the first insurgence began,
resulting in a number of executions and life im;
(See THLOLOE page 8)
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Service Projects
Concert
•
Wake-up Parade
• •jasmines
restaurant
runc
Our Brunch Menu
lea t ure.c
• Fresh Fruit
*Omelettes
• Homemade Pastries
•Eaqsne&t
• gspberj Cream s
French'iroast
• Vavids Special'
alongswith- pasia and
sandwich selections
Join us for Brunch  
Sat unlay & Sunday 9 am. --- 3pm
28 Miff Street • Orono, Maine
866-4200
News Briefs
Delay for testing withdrawn
.CONCORD. N.H. (AP) — Ness
Hampshire officials will withdraw
their request to delay low-power
_ testing of the Seabrook nuclear power
plaubefore commercial operation is
wed. Gov. Judd 'Gregg announc-
ed Thursday.
The state had made the request
earlier this month to the bankruptcy
Judge overseeing the reorganization of
lead Seabrook owner Public Service
Company of Nessjiampshire. It was
the first time in the 17-year history of
the Seabrook project that the state
had taken legal action to delay it.
The state had been concerned that
Public Service customers might have
•
to pay an estimated S26 million, for
cleaning up the reactor after the tests
if the plant never runs commercially.
, But at a Statehouse news con-
ference. Gregg said the state and
Public Service-had- reached an agree-
ment that no decommissioning costs
would be passed along to customers.
"Public Service has agreed (it) will
assume all financial risks and this
agreement will, be applicable to any
successor." Gregg said. Two utilities
have bid for Public Service's non-
Seabrook assets and other companies,
are considering making bids of their
own. ,
Maine man charged in beating
NEW LONDON. Conn. (AP) — A
Maine man has been charged in, the
assault on a good Samaritan who suf-
fered a broken leg when he came to
the rescue of a teen-age bicyclist who
was being beaten by an irate motorist.
Scott Awker, 28, of Lewiston.
Maine, was arrested in Lewiston on a
charge of second-degree assault, a
felony, authorities said. He waived ex-
tradition in a Lewiston Court and was
returned to New London Wednesday
evening.
Awker was released on S2000 bond
Thursday after being arraigned in
Superior Court. He was ordered to
appear in court again next ,Thursday.
Awker was attested after an inten-
sive investigation that involved check-
Israelis trigger
• BETliLEHEM. Occupied West
—
flartir(-AP)p---israeli-treepe-stormed—
into a West Bank village before dawn
Thursday in a search-and-arrest raid,
triggering one of the bloodiest clashes
in the 16-month Palestinian uprising.
_M least five Arabs were reported kill-
ed and dozens wounded.
Elsewhere, 16 'Palestinians were
wounded by gunfire in confrontations
witirsoidiers, including five shot in
Bethlehem riots to protest the death,
of a teenager who was wounded last
week, hospital officials said.
In Jerusalem, Arab witnesses said
riot police fired tear gas into the
  grounds of and D.
the Rock mosques, where about 300
worshippers had gathered for evening
ing car registration information in 50
states, police said.
Awker is accused of beating Philip
Dean. of New London, a passcrbs
who tried to help Gary Asery. a New
London youth who was attacked
while riding his bicyck
Dean -stopped his car, approached
Avery's attacker and held him in a
headlock until Avery rode away on his
bicycle: Although he later sawDean
lying in the road. Avery said he
thought the man had been hit by a
car.
Avery said he is still perplexed
about why a stranger in a blue
Mustang shouted obscenities at 'him
and stopped to kick, slap and strike
him to the ground in the early even-
ing of March 28.
bloody clash
prayers. Two worshippers were slightly
-injurefli-Drdid-Alayan reported at
Mukassed Hospital.
Mosque guard -Abu Ahmed said.
police entered the walled compound
to make 'arrests. He said the worship- •
pers heard about the raid an ran into
the mosque courtyard chanting
"Allahu Akbar. " Arabic for "God
is great." Police fired tear gas to
disperse the crowd; he said.
A not 'occurred in the mosque
comple:x last Fddag-firat day of the.
Moslem holy month of Ramadan.
Thousands of worshippers stoned the r
police, who replied with tear gas and
people were hurt.
•
Large civil fraud case settled
NEW YORK (AP) — Drexel-Bur-
nham Lanbert Inc. and the Securities
and Exchange Commission settled a
huge civil fraud case Thursday that
will put the junk bond giant under
close federal scrutiny for three !years.
Drexel also agreed to sever its ties
with financier Michael Milken, who
,was indicted on racketeering charges
last month.
And the company announced that
John Shad, a former SEC chief who
was instrumental in starting an in-
tense investigation more than two
years ago that led to the fraud
charges, would become its chairman.
- The Dretet4EC pact clears the way
for Drexel's previously announced
agreement to plead guilty to criminal
fraud charges and pay S65() million in
fines and restitution to settle another
case with the Justice Department-.
The nation's fifth-largest securities
firm has been the biggest target of a
federal crackdown on securities fraud
stemming from the Ivan Boesky in-
sider trading scandal. Boesky, a
notorious speculator now in federal
prison, has been a leading source of
evidence against Drexel, Milken and
others.
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Resident directorrecognized for achieve
Mary Kay Casper has helped Organize Rape Awareness Program, campus Helpline
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
A University of Maine resident direc-
tor recently travel0 to Washington,
D.C.. to accept an award for her ac-
complishments at UMaine.-
Mary Kay Casper, RD of Cumberland
Hall. received an award for "the outstan-
ding graduate student in Residential
Life." 'given by the American College
-Personnel 'AtiCitiatiOn (ACPA); of
.Washington. _Dr. _
Gerald Wo:rk. a professor of Educa-
tion and Casper's academic adviser, was
one of the peopk involved in nominating
her for the award.
Work said the association is the pro-
fessiohal organization for those involv- award.
ed with student affairs. "In her academic work alone she
"This is a very prestigious award for reflected not only a willingness to tackle
Mary Kay and for the university," he what was assigned, but to so beyond
said. tha,t. She reflected that willingness in
"She isms chosen from among• hun- every other aspect as well, including her
dreds of people involved with residential job. This is what we, were able to pass
life operations all across the country. on to the ACP& " he said.
Her willingness to become involved, and Casper said she was happy to have
to work very hard paid off," he said. received the award.
Work said the award brings national "This award is a big honor to anyone
attention to Casper and to UMaine's in my field of student services," she
Residential Life operation in particular. said.
"It shows the istitution is one that has Casper is currently pursuing masters
fostered an environment where people degree in education, and her primary
Call flourish. This is extremely impor- focus is student services.
tant, " he said. Since she is planning to go on to work
Work said he felt Casper deserved the in higher educationai student services,
the fact that she won this award will look
good on her resume, she said.
Just a few of the campus projects
Casper has worked on are training pro-
grams for resident assistants and resident
directors for Residential Life, the Rape
Awareness Program and the newly
established campus Helpline.
Casper was also instrumental in
developing the non-discrimination
clause, a university policy that prohibits
discrimination against gay and lesbian
staff members.
Residential Life helped pay for part of
her trip to Washington D.C.
Irene von Hoffmann, assistant to the
director of Residential Life, initiated
Casper's nomination for the award.
Nebraska student government rejects chance to control funds
(CPS) Students at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln won't get to control
how their student fees are spent after all.
Nebraska's student government itself re=
jected a measure the last week of March
that would have given it more control of
the money, which UNL's adult governors
do not get to allocate.
At the same time, the Colorado
legislature began debating a bill that
would forbid collegians in the state from
using fees to fund groups that serve any
"political purpose."
As money has become scarcer on col-
lege campuses around the country. in
fact, admiMstrators at many schools
have tried to gain control of the fees —
which in some instances amount to
millions of dollars — students Pay at
4- -
"•••
PEER
EDUCATOR
PROGRAM
A program through
Residential Life
Estabrooke Hall
581-4561
registration each term.
Since University of Florida ad-
ministrators sued to gain control of fees
in 1979, student-administrator struggles
occurred at the universities of
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Notre Dame, and
Montana, as well as Fordham, Indiana,
Utah State, and Alabama State, among
other campuses.
Strapped officials at the University of
Iowa. for example, tried to force students
to devote some portion of their fees to
covering the costs of the campus health
clinic.
In September, California State
University—Chico_President Robin
Wilson, tempted by the profits earned
and ultimately divied up by the student
government-owned campus bookstore,
tried to assume control of it.
In..November, student governments at
the universities of Illinois and
Washington fought off administrators'
attempts to gain control of how certain
fees are spent.
But student senators at Nebraska
decided against vying to wrest authori-
ty from the campus' chancellor, who
ultimately decides which groups get to
use the fees. Students pay $100 each in-
to the fee fund.
The senators killed a resolution call-
ing for more control "because the pre-
sent system works fine." explained
student President-elect Brian Hill.
"Students have influence in the pro-
cess," he said, noting the student
government makes spending recommen-
dations to the chancellor. "For the last
three years, student recommendations
have been followed."
Nevertheless, student Senator Brian
Svoboda, who sponsored the resolution,
maintained "the natives are getting
restless. People want change."
If the resolution had passed, he said,
it would have changed "the attitude of
the student body that (the student
government) has no power."
Colorado legislators, in turn, tried to
diminish the power of the student
governments at state schools to decide
what to do with their fees with a bill to
prevent them from funding political
groups.
-PEER EDVCAILTORS NEEDED!
Opportunities are available to become a Peer Educator
for Residential Life's Peer Educator Program:
acquire knowledge in the areas of sexuality, life skills, academics, and student development
develop skills in communication, program development, and workshop presentation.•
• apply your knowledge and skills in providing learning materials and opportunities to your pee -
YOU ARE A POTENTIAL PEER EDUCATORS IF YOU...
• have good communication skills * are open to learning
* able to work independently * like to work with others
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE_IF -YOH...
• have workstudy or not
• are-Maie or female
have student status_
• are iffereSted In working
6- 10 hours per week
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION AT:
Residential Life Program Office
Estabrooke Hall
Or Call 581-4561, Sheri Cook's
There will be an information session on Wednesday, April 19th.
at 4:30 p.m. in the Program Office, Estabrooke Hall
•4
Annual tlance concert
has high and tow notes
Review.
- by Steve Miliano
Staff W'riter
As the semester slowly grinds to a
halt. University- of Maine students are
faced with comprehensive prelims and
resarch paper deadlines. For student
(and faculty') members of the [Maine
dance company, the due date for a puhlk:
test is this weekend.
The company will he giving its annual
spring concert Friday and Saturday in
Hauck Auditorium, Both performances
beginat 8 p.m. and are free for Utstaine
students.
Thursday night's dress rehearsal was
supposed to be an opportunity to fine-
tune any minor,gliches in the show Dress
rehearsals are in short supply.
The first selection performed was the
Spanish piece "Bolero," -a largescale
flamenco number, vshich was less than
exciting to watch.
Waving their large fans and dressed in
traditional, brightly-colored garb, the
women stepped rather heavily around-
the stage. The mcn, wearing equally
traditional attire, were much more
graceful.
The performan,:e, which was said to
run about nine minutes, picked up only
in its closing moments. The fast-paced
finale made you wonder why the firs:
part of the number dragged.
Perhaps the highlight of the evening's
show was a number choreographed by
guest artist John Evans titled "Another
Man Done Gone."
Evans, a professional dancer and
choreographer, spent last semester
teaching at UMaine. After originally'
choreographing the piece with the
students last fall, he returned tothe cam-
pus to assist with this weekend's
performances.
His professionalism obviously wears
off on those around him. The dancers
in this number were great. Full move-
ment and total stage use were the norm
from its beginning to its end
What really made the number special
was the fact that all of the performers
looked like they were having a good time-4-
Even thought's the erid:roTtWe piece the -
dancers were noticeably tired, the con-
tinuity (forth_ e piece was neS'er lost.
Keeping in mind that the annual show 
is designed to be a-little hodge-podge of
pieces representing all aspects of dance,
it would be surprising if each member
of the audience doesn't find at least one
number that is agreeable.
As-the-school year ends. the pressure
mounts_ for eserbody Members of the
dance company members have been
preparing for this show for months_
Their dedication to the IA of dance is
to be commended. .
Sometimes hard worickays off... .
•
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Two members of the I. niversits of Maine Dance ( ompans step to the music of
the flamenco piece "Bolero.-
%.1) 0 00 000 00 000 00.00 O00•40.44
Bike Mechanic Wantkl
Experience Preferred
Pats Bike Shop 
Twin City Plaza, Brewer
989-2900
..›00****0000000000000000000
Distinguished Lecture Series presents:
DAVID C. JORDAN
Former United States
Ambassador to Peru
Professor of Government
University of Virginia
TOPIC: "Ctialkinges to U.S. Foreign Policy
,in Latin America"
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
April 14, 1989
8:30 p.m.,
101 Neville Hall
All are welcome.
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Democratileaders cailler natko rogram 
Radical proposal would scrap existing financial aid system for education vouchers
(CPS) — Early la t ionth, Democratic
leaders ended a thi 'e day conference in
Philadelphia with a talk not about the
budget, the Middle East or the
greenhouse effect but about college
students.
.They want students to join the
military or perform a comr iunity service
in order to get financial aid in the future,
they said.
The aid, in turn, would b grants —
not loans — that, of course, %.4:rild not
have to be repaid.
And while the idea of swapping col-
lege grants for iatioisii Sertlia. is an
old one, a number of plans now before
Congress seems to have a chance of pac-
ing this year, observers say. The prospect
moreover, scares most college groups.
ts-opposed to any bill that
would tie national service to finaicial
aid," said Janet Lieberman of the U.S.
Student Association,. which represents
campus governments around the coun-
try in Washington, D.C.
"I don't like it at all," said Daniel
-Martinez, finaicial aid director at New
Mexico Highlands University (NMHU).
Critics 'worry campuses will become
the exclusive property of rich kids
because. everyone else will be working in
hospitals or-in-the armed forces to get
money kir college. 1
Yvette Torres of the National Educa-
tion Association, the country's biggest
(tather union, charges-- the idea
presents "serious obstackes to higher
education", for middle- and lowerincome
students.
But some collegians like NMHU. stu-
dent Suzy Chavez say they like the idea,
and the political leaders like House
Speaker Jim Wright. Senate Majonty
I eader _George Mitchell,-Arkantas csOk.
Bill Clinton and Democratic Committee
-Chairman-Ron-Brown who-promoted-
-the idea in Philadelphia March. 11
---cd it a great way to feed volunteers into
• the public sector while _teaching students
that democracy has a cost.
Students also would graduate debt-
free. the Democrats said in their twohour
pit csottat ton.
hospital -- or enlist in the military for
a minimum of two years. They would
earn vouchers of $12,000 for each year
in the military and $10,000 for each year
of community service, performed for
$100 a week.
The vouchers could be used to pay for
college or a down payment on a house.
Single parents and those older than age
26 most likely would receive federal aid
without serving.
A number of other options have been
proposed, including one by Sen. Barbara
Mikulski, D-Maryland, in which
;students would do part •--c volunteer
work in exchange for federal financial
aid.
Congress also is weighing a hill that
would expand existing volunteer oppor-
tunities and even make community ser-
% ice compulsory, with holdouts paying
an extra 5 percent annual income tax
penalty.
Perhaps because of Nunn's stature as
chairman of the Armed Services Com-
mittee, the senator's plan has attracted
the most attention and may have the best
chance of passing.
And while many students and
educators seem to like the principle of
national service, they strongly object to
the Nunn-McCurdy idea of tying it to
finaicial aid, something more than one
college administrator, including Univer-
sity of Georgia Financial Aid Director
Jerry Maier, has called "indentured ser-
vitude. "
"1 don't want higher education to
become elitist, but we're headed that way
now," NCTier said.
In response to such criticism, Nunn
said last month, do not think it's
penalizing anyone to give them a oneyear
job experience, and togpay them, and
then to give them a $10,000 educational
voucher which does not have to be
repaid." •
Some believe the idea would be too
expensive.
The American Council on Education
estimated the Nunn-McCurdy plan
would cost more than $50 billion a year,
compared to the current federal students
budget of $9 billion.
John Cafferty An. The
Beaver Brown Band
— The most popular plan. sponsored by
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.. and Rep. Dave
NteCtirdicD-Oklii., would )utilt--tbeet-
isting aid system in favor of a-"Citizen
Corps."
Smdenminauld_perfcrrm_atleastmn -
year of community service --. at, say a
UM DANCE COMPANY
1989 SPRING CONCERT
Friday April 14 • Saturday April 15
Houck Auditorium 8 00 p m
Tickets _-Itt_ob
UM Students free
For Information and
Reservations call 581 1755
Sponsored to part by the
Arthur Lord Fund Clots oi 1934
IcKets:
Wednesday, April 19th
8:00 p.m.
at the Field House
UMaine, Orono
with special
In Th 411esh
$3 Maine diay_Participants -
$9 General Public
I
,-.. 
__.
Maine Day Parttcpatants can boy tickets with
buttons on April 19th:
12:00 - 2:00 p.m. at Elarloacue
NM p.m. to showtinwe at Fleidlsouse
C1icThketeaUhe
Grasshopper Shop, downtown Bangor
ROC Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union, UMaine
Student Activities Office, Colby College
* for more information call 581-1760
sponsored by:
EAST, WEST, SOUTH,
CAMPUS AREA
BOARDS-
581-1761
*cope neat With
etc*
The Union Board
IOg residentsoncampus
_
presidents, board members and officials
fall into trouble the last week of Mirth.
At Adelphi, various factions are try-
ing to force President Peter Dittman-
dopoulos, who repeatedly had been cen-
sured by students and facultt members
while president of Sonoma State Univer-
sity in California from 19—, to 1983, to
quit.
r
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_Officials
Jenness
President calls
best of its type
by Doug Vanderweide
Stith Writer
dedicate
addition
facility one of
in North America
The 1986 bond issue addition
to Jenncss Hall and S3.1
million worth of donated
equipment from the University
of Maine Pulp and. Paper
Foundation were formally
dedicated Thursday.
The, ceremony, which was
held in the addition, featured
UMaine President Dale Lick.
Board of Trustees Chairman
Harrison Richardson, and Pulp
and Paper Foundation member
William H. Palm.
President Lick called the new
addition "a marviti to behold"
and glowered the foundation
with, praise for their donations.
"(The add s4-makes this 
one of the best facilities of its
type in North America," he
said.
Lick also said the addition
showed how state industries.
and the University of Maine
System were cooperating -40
provide "state-of-the-art"
educational, research, and ser-
vice facilities.
"Our graduates will definite-
ly benefit from this."
Richardson recalled the days
of Abraham Lincoln's
presidency. when land-grant
universities, like CMaine, were
formed.
"(Back then) the biggest
argument was whether to have
the University of Maine ik nor-
thern or southern Maine. As
you can tell, things haven't
changed much since." he
said.
"(Another thing) that hasn't
changed is the interest in the
univei sit y ty the people and in-
dustry of the state. "
Richardson accepted the
gifts-in-kind and cash dona-
tions on behalf of the Board of
Trustees "with my sincerest
Officials come
(CPS) — University of Maine President
Dale Litk has not been the-only one to
be criticized in the past couple of weeks.
Students and professors at Adelphi
University in New York have asked their
_
bv Doug vancierweide
illiam Palm addresses meniners of the UMaime'Pulp and Paper Foundation as President
Dale Lick and other dignitaries look-ob..
="-
gratitude. '-' , UMaine that "would meet the
Palm pointed to the past of state-of-the-an'facility we (the
the university, estieciaity the pulp and paper- indtistrY1 felt
struggles the Pulp and Paper was needed."
Foundation had with past
legislatures. govenors, and ad- "Our engineers told us we
ministtations in getting the type would need (to donate) three
of research station in-place at million dollars in equip-
mcnt." he said. "This is a
testament to that effort."
The dedication included the
urn. cuing of a plaque that hears
the names of the project's
benefactors, and -a reception
held for attendees at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
under fire at colleges EtCrOSS the country
president to resign.
And as if there, was an epidemic of
troubles at the top. Pima Community
Colleges Sangamon State (in Illinois) and
Georgia State universities also had
13usinest Career Seminar for Junior
-Tu Apritl&
9 - 11-am
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
-- AGENDA
-7-30-110atitiCt't the-DeST lobs b—r—
Preparing Now
Lurie Bouchar_d, Vice President
of fiumaD Re•our,•s. fleet Bank
,s1 \tun,:
9.40 
__Ilreak Refreshments
'0 4t) - 11 -(X) Stratcg Sessions r8y conantration ,
- Accounting Sessem - 1)r Mel McClure
Firunce Session - Dr Dennis McConnel!
• Management Session Dr Jeff Pinto
Marketing Session - Dr. Mary Beth Ptritc
- ficiviia-Make the Most of.This
Summer's Job ,
• f3u:Iding Your Resume
' Adsike from Successful Seniors
CA,vonsOreld by thc.Cutucs
Administration and the Career Center.
"There is a great feeling of -tur-
moil," said Ronald Feingold of
Adelphi's faculty senate. "There has
been mismanagement of the university
in all different areas. Each' department
has its own Diamandopoulos story to
tell."
o
Chip's Movie Center
99 Park Street, Orono
866-7441
SPECIALS!
Sunday thru Thursday
VCR 6 4 movies
*8.99* OR
4 movies for
*5.00*
2 movies of the price of one avith this mem.
•
-..••••• 
-••• vow- •••- "NV. v WM, 'V v VW'...M.A. -.M.A. 
...M.A.. 14
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PS/2, top of the charts!
For a limited time, you have your choice of three III1ViPersonal System/2'
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us today!'
0-- -
PS,I2 MU1 1odel 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb
memory. an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1 44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display.
DOS 4 0, Microsoft- Windows
-286, Word and hDC Windows
Express' Software is loaded
and ready to go!
h Oil% 141
Ci(fr
List I Your
Price Price*
$4,437 $2,399
PS/2 Model 50 Z
.The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
'memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) proc-
essor. one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb). 30 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture'v, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0. Microsoft Windows 286,
Word. Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!
$6,117 $2,799
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memorLan  80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5 diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive,
ISM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!
$8,912 $4,449
•This otter is' limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031 or 8570-E61 on
Or before June 30. 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your school
regarding these charges Orders are subject to availability IBM may 'withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
• MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER'
11 SHIMS HALL, Um
I= MP .MM.
- MEMOMP 4=1.•••••••=
MOM •IN• MN as
--5
=MN N1 IMMO
• =MN
,BM Pfrsora System 2 ac PS?' are reg.stre0 triONNTlarkS o "Ier-at.ona, macmnes Corpofat.or .BM M.cro Chan'," ArcNtecture .s a iraderallit of 18M Corporation
Microsoft is a reosterecIstraderriark of Me Microsoft CoiPOrater SDC WrnOows ENpfess .s a trademark of Itt• ADC Compute COrpOreitfOn.
_
_
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LIFE IS YOUR MOST
VALUABLE POSSESSION
PASS IT ON.
Of all the riches you could
lease to vour.famil. the
most precious- is the gift of
life. Your bequest to the
Ainerican Heart Association
assures that priceless Jews
by supporting research into
heart disease prevention.
Give yoUrself -
a hand
against
breast
cancer ir
117
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tcontinued from page I
prisonments for the blacks involved.
"The shock of these sentences was too
much for the black, community," he
said. "There was a lull in black
During this time, the government
worked to make it look like the coun-
try's problems were being addressed.
These measures, he said, only served
to deepen apartheid while giving the out-
vsard r appearance. to the Western
democracies. - - that—South Africa -was--
solving its problems.
"One of the weaknesses of South
Africa is that it wants to be seen as (part
of) the western world," he said.
The government's domestic policy is
based on jumping from a crisis period,
he said, to one where the uprising was
quelled "and See how long it (the
government) can hold it down before the
next crisis starts again."
Thloloe said outside pressures on the
African National Council and the Pan-
African Council to abandon the armed
struggle are being placed on the wrong
groups. It is the South African govern-
ment that is refusing to negotiate, he
said.
"Against this we need to exact
pressure." he said.
The Department of Political Science
of the University of Maine presents
Religious Challenge to Secular Authority
in the Contemporary World
Wells Common Lounge
April 14-15 1989
9:30 Opening remarks. John Hitt. Vice President
for-Academic Affairs
PANEL NO. 1:
CATALYSTS OF RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS
-THE WESTERN-HEMISPHERE
April-14 -40:0041:30 a.m.
PANEL NO. 2
INDICES OF RELIGIOUS RESURGENCE IN
EUROPE AND SOVIET UNION
- APRIL 14 - 2:00-3:00 p.m.
PANEL NO. 3:
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RELIGION.
IN THE-MIDDLE EAST AND ISLAMIC AFRICA
APRIL 15- 10:00-11:30 a.m.
PANEL NO. 4
PLENARY SESSION
2:00-3:30 p.m., Wells Common Lounge
Roundtable discussion of conference participants
Question and answer session with audience
This conference is free and open to the public,
114
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Joe Thloloe at Neville Hall Thursda
Thloloe described some of the past
and present conditions in South Africa.
Every black man above the age of 16
years must carry a pass indicating whom
he is, which gives him "permission to be
in white areas," he said. Police would
often check blacks, which number 26
million, or more than five times the
number of the ruling whites, for these
passes and detain those without them.
Thloloe said his earliest memory of
these passes was when an uncle came to
visit his family and the police came sear-
ching for blacks to detain. He said his
photo h% koch 16404eary
night.
uncle as afraid.
"I'%e rie‘er seen a grown-up shiver-
ing that way," he s,•z. "He begged
me to lock him "s, the toilet
(bat hroom). "
Thloloe presented statistics indicating
the government spent live times as much
on the whites in South Africa as it did
on the blacks
Whites control 99 percent of the
country's assets and fki percent of the
land, while the majority blacks own 1
percent of the assets and 13 percent of
the land.
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
4.0
SALIM BALM SALE
(-ft
I I
UNIV ER SI TY
BOOKSTORE.
General Rook Department
Stock Reduction_ Sale
'74
  
.Retail Prices  on tides
from most subject areas.
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs.
April IS, 19 and 20.
8-4:30
All Sales Finalf -Discount-Cardi-not-applicable
_t •
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MAINE DAY
STUDENT WORKERS NEEDED!
If you haven't yet signed up to work on a MAINE, DAY SERVICE PROJECT, contact
Jenn Dill, a member of the Student Alumni Association or Nancy Dysart at
581-ALUM (2586).
Here are the projects that still need workers:
1. Crosby Hall, relocate library (10-12 students)
2. Poultry Building, renovation work (12 students)
3. Alumni Hall, paint and clean windows (4-6 students)
4. Barrows Hall, Room 8, paint walls (2-3 students)
5. PICS Building, clean grounds (4-6 students)
6. Onward Building, rake, pick up grounds (30 students)
7. Crossland Alumni Center, clean attic (8 students)
8. Neville Hall, organize computer science
office
(24 students)
9. Memorial Union, Dean Rand's Office (10 students)
10. University Campus, Campus Center (50 students)
Recruit your friends. . .
Call TODAY. .
Sign up now!
PARTICIPATE IN MAINE'S "GROWING TRADMONS 'V_
THANK YOU to these organizations
Admissions Office
AGR Engineering
Air Force ROTC
All Maine- Women
Alpha Garyfia Rho
Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
Alumni Association
American Society of Mechanical En
Athletic Department
Botony Department
Business Administration
Chemistry Department
Circle K International
Computer Science Department
Corbett Hall
Crosby Lab
Daily Maine Campus 
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Zeta
Electrical Engineering Department
Facilities Management
Financial Management Association
and departments who have already signed up!
Football Team
'Gamma Sigma Sigma
. Gannett Hall
-
rntervarsity-ChriStian Fellowship
Liberal Studies Department- _
Mechanical Engineering Department
4W-it -Campus Board,—
Onward Program
Payroll/Personnel Office
Penobscot Hall
Plant and Soil Sciences
Public Affairs Office (PICS)
Senior Skulls
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sophomore Eagles
Sophomore Owls
Student Activities Office
Student Alumni Association
Tau Beta Sigma
Telecommunications Office
Theta-Chi
University Campus, Campus Center
University Libraries
Vice-President, Research and Public ServicE
M1
gineers
-
10 The Daily Maine Campus. Friday, April. 14, 1919.
Editorial
Time for
equal-Hy
Last month the administration unveiled a plandesigned to rectify the existing inequalities)set-ween men and women at the Universtiy of
Maine.
It is about time.
The plan, composed of 104 recommendations, was a
response to last year's Task Force Report on the Status
of Women.
According to the 1988 report, women faculty members
are paid less on average than their male counterparts.
The task force also found that there are considerably
fewer women in higher faculty and administrative posi-
tions at UMaine.
Also the report indicated that female students often
feel discriminated against in the classroom.
But sexual discrimination is not unique to UMaine. .
The university simply reflects the attitudes of society in
its •treatment of women. ,
However, The univeriity differs from society in one
very big way — it is doing something to change the ex-
isting inequalities.
The administration's plan provides for the establish-
ment of a salary structure and the hiring of women to
fill administrative positions...,
But more important than these changes, many of the
recommendations are designed to educate the university
community that women deserve the same rights as men.
The university's emphasis on education indicates that
it understands that the. basic problem is one of attitudes_
Getting equal pay for equal work is a hollow victory
if it does not coincide with a 'change in society's'
attitudes.
Changing people's attitudes about the treatment of
women is the crucial step toward rectifying the problem.
And that change comes through education.
The administration is offering that education. Nos it
is up to the university community, both men and ..
women, to take it.
...
)
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Bar Adversity in Orono
Well, I've finally made it.
Drinking age — that elusive
number 21.
So it was that last Friday I
celebrated being alive 21 years,
by going around to the area
bars: Geddy's, Margarita's.
Yianni's, and Pat's.
But with the pen still on top
my my left car and amarrkin
borrowed from one...of the
night's stops, I decided to cap-
ture the excursion.
• I decided to go with three..
other student-friend-journalists,
who volunteered rile to be the
designated driver since no one
else had a car. Lucky me.
In the spirit of -.Truck
Advaistr and columns that
sound like journal entries, I pre-
sent "Bar Adversity in Orono,
Maine":
3:00 p.m.: The weekend comes.
The DMC is quiet except for
four journalists reading movie
listinga -Steve suggests going to
Yianni's for drinks and coin-op
basketball 
3:10 p.m.: Yianni's is quiet. Tia
our dismay we learn basketball
has a paper plate out of order
sign. Decide to drive to Bangor
to get an id for one of the par-
takers of the night's-festivities
because without which, he will
have to stay in the car, which is
not condusivc to pkrticipation.
3:30 p.m.: I.D. received, reci-
pient bumps had on counter
upon sitting dosVn, scar and
abrasion show up on I.D.
3:45 p.m.: Geddy's is quiet too.
Pick a nice table near window.
Waitress comes. Order drinks,
Coors for me. Dismay at no
Budweiser. Atmosphere of Ged-
dy's .is definitely different.
Menus are wrapped around a
large can of baked beans, deer
head mounted on wall, four
hooves serve as hooks for coats.
Jonathan Bach
Interesting. %Vomit:1.1f anybody
actually uses them.
4:00 p.m.: Drinks come. Order _,
potato skins because of a lack
of available pretzels or popcorn..
4:15 p.m.: Next-round bought.
Tom Collins_ come in highball
glasses. Interesting business
practice.
4:45 p.m.: Back to Yianni's to
sec if they fixed the coin-op
basketball. Long Island iced
teas ordered, sandwiches, pizza.
Crowd is considerably larger.
6:00 p.m.: Maragrita's is pack-
ed. Line to get in... El Chcepos
is definitely out. Decide to go to
Pat's.
6:01 p.m.: Pat's is kind-of
crowded but there's a booth.
Drinks ordered. I'm on a caf-
feine high from 3 cokes from
last three stops. The one beer I
had has little effect. Watching
effects of four rounds of drinks
on my three comrades. The fifth
ought to be something to watch.
Voices of comrades arc definite-
ly louder, jokes have no mean-
ing, don't get them, they laugh
hysterically.
6:45 p.m.: Lame time. Trying to
find way to scam out of being 
thedesignated driver. Tell on
of the revelers in the group that
the Late Night Local will take us
around to the bars because
driver is a friend of mine. They
laugh hysterically. Hch. Yeah.
Well, was worth a try
7:00 p.m.: Back to Margarita's.
Line is still long. See the same
people in line from an hour and
a half ago. Decision made to go
back to Yianni's for iced teas.
7:10 p.n.: Yianni's. Crowd is
big. same -people there too.
Decide _itte_must_be...really
strange-looking to other
patrons. Seventh round ordered,
coin-op basketball still out.
a:15 p.m.: Back to Geddy's. S2
over charge to see invisible
band. Bouncers are very large
gentlemen, decide not to com-
pliment waitress in any manner
that may -be construed as. .a
come-on. Also decide not to ask
large gentlemen what cover
charge is for. Waitress brings us
popcorn and Tom Collins which
are served in a highball glass the
first time, the second round.
they come in tall glasses.
Interesting_
----table161114-to gAetntpo*pcalk:rnag1914tbat
waitress brought. Suddenly con-
template why we had to order
potato skins the first time:_
9:10 p.m.: More drinks, my
body is 65 percent caffeine and
fizz, come to conclusion that
responsibility is not condusive
to getting drunk. Decide to let
someone else drive next time.
10:30 p.m.: Evening ends.
Everyone's asleep, I stay awake
until Sunday at 3 p.m.
Jonathan- Bach is
designated 
-driver---- .who
sometimes doubles as a student
journalist when all else fads and
-no. one else wants to be sober
, April 14. 1989.
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Reid was satirizing
lo the editor:
I am writing in response to
the apology requested by S.J.
Ives. S.J. wanted Greg Reid to
apologize for the. use -of the
label "girly-man" in his
SATIRE &Una weleitlifting.
S.J. felt that by using thieterm
to connote weakness in Greg's
flabby character, he had "made
a generalization about
women." and S.J. went on to
 
niake the point that' "word
choices form labels that restrict
people and help form our value
systems."
First, let me define the word
SATIRE.
To the editor:
*as searching through some
old notebooks, trying to locate
an economics exam for a friend
hen I found it.
It was a list that had writ-,
ten the beginning of my fir*
year. The top of the page an-
nounced THINGS TO DO
BEEORE GRADUATION. As
.1 read down the ten items I
noticed that only three of them
had been checked off. My mind
drifted back to the days when
fraternity parties were a once-a-
- week hit and a bottle of tequila
was a challenge to be con-
quered. 
.
I remembered those times
ssith Mixed feelings of pride and
sadness.
be women), it can be
that anything Hans says is also
being made fun of.
Thus, the labels that you
thought Greg was placing on
people are the very same labels
Greg's satire was ridiculing the-  ,that preg was SATIRIZING!
-41nache weight lifter, Hans, ----ragree with you that labels' ---
whose attitude was that only should not be used when they
'professional' weight lifters
could use weights without mak-
ing fools of themselves. Since
Hans' attitude is the point of
Greg's satire, and since it is
Hans who sued the phrase
"girly-man" (which I actually
see as being more of an insult
to a man than to a woman —
after all, not many men want to
As I glanced over the rest of
the items, I shuddered a little,
knowing that most of them,
thank goodness, would never be
completed. I thought about
,how- much I have changed in the
past three years.
When I first arrived on cam-
pus I was, like many freshmen,
overwhelmed with everything:
the number of buildings. the
people all my own age, and the
independence. That first year. I
met many people at parties,
classes, and in my dorm. By
TUesday of each week I already
knew my plans for the upcom-
ing weekend. from Wednesday
night to Sunday morning.
I tried some things that I had
heard of but never dared, and
dared to do some things that I
hurt people,
labels in satire is a very effective
(and very funny if you would
lighten- up) way of getting a
point across. It seems to me that
your letter might be classified in
the "Radical Views" are getting
out of hand' category.
Jim Hornbrook
Cumberland Hall
had never- even heard of.
I am a junior now; barring
any catastrophic's I will graduate
in May of '90 as planned. I have
not gone to a fraternity since
September and I have gracious-
ly forgotten what a Jose Quir-
vo label looks like.
- I still have a lot of fun here,
actually more than I ever had
before.
And I have not had to pull an
all-riighter for a long time. I like
it better this way. Life is good,
if only you know how to live
with it.
Crystal Ames
Oxford Hall
Feminists aren't man-haters
To the editor:
Having read more feminist-
bashing letters in the last few
weeks that I can comfortably ig-
nore I am moved-to write and
attempt to set- the record
straight. •
I am a feminist, married, and
the mother of two children. I
care about, value and respect
the males both in my family and
among my friends. I deeply re-
sent assertions by people like
Mel-Freedman that equate
feminists with man-hating
fascists. Such assertions are
From Webster's New World
Dictionary: "satire: a literary
work in which vices, follies,
stupidities, abuses, etc are held
up to ridicule and contempt- •'
It is obvious to me that
ween persons with new consen-
sual, models of interaction.
These models are based on the
concepts of .freedom and
equality for all. How this can be
equated with fascism is beyond
me Indeed, the notion that a
university whose women facul-
ty represent only 20 percent of
the total tenured or tenurable
faculty; whose women ex-
ecutives, administrators, and
managers represent only 14 of
the total administrative person-
nel; and whose female student
enrollment is below the national
average can be seen as "buckl-
false. • ing under Feminist politicsand
APPareatlY Ma has so ihwf-.----their egregious demands"
- natized the -patriarchal world
view 
-that-be-is unable-to con-
ceive the notion that other reali-
ty systems could possibly exist.
I would like to inform Mel that
possibIlltles—for Mations-hips
between persons (or' groups of
persons) do not come only in
diametrically opposed pairs. Contrary to Mel's assertions,
Feminists do not seek tp gender neutral 'language does
replace male domination of not discriminate against or
women with female domination devalue men. It places no value
of men. We do seek to replace----on gender-at-all. It is what it
traditional hierarchical purports to be. neutral. Why
paradigms for relationships bet- does the thought of equality
,ly defies logic.
Finally, it is specifically
because scholastics are not
secondary that the University's
inclusive language policy is
necessary. Gender biased
language hinders women's
,scholastic achievement.
but the use of
and neutrality in language pose
such a threat to men like Mel?
Could it be that when finally
given a free and equal voice
those formerly subordinate to
such men use that voice to ef-
fect a move out of state?
Pamela M. Proulx-Curry
- '
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Sodomy is allowed
in some states
TO the editor:
to:00411U lo-UiU strong ex-
ception to A.P. Bruno's letter in
-the-friday, April 7 edition of
The Daily Maine Campus. The
letter made several statements
about the illegality of 'sodomy
in the United States, and that
the supreme cdurt had affirm-
ed this in the case of Bowers v.
Hardwick. I applaud the appeal
(hah!) for open-mindedness,
but there are the facts to
consider.
Sodomy is not illegal in 23
states, including Maine, and
laws prohibiting sexual relations
between consenting adults of
the same sex have been found
unconstitutional in three others
(Massachusetts, New York, and
Pennsylvania). It is also not
commonly -known that in the
states which prohibirnoinoiel--
ual relations there are also laws
on the books criminalizing
heterosexual premarital sex.
Then there_ is the statement
alleging that it the case of
Bowers v. Hardwick, the
supreme court of the United
States "condemned consensual
sodomy!'
On the contrary. Mr. Justice
White at the beginning of his
- majority opinion, -quite clearly
-states that "The case does not
require a Judgement on whether
laws against sodomy between
- consenting adults in general, or
homosexuals in particular are
wise or desirable ... -The issue
presented is whether the Federal
Constitution confers a fun-
damental right upon jiomosex-
uals to engage in sodomy and
hence invalidates the laws of the
many states that still make such
conduct illegal...".
Far from condemning
sodomy, the court quite simply
stated that the constitution did
not clearly articulate a RIGHT
to do so, so that court could not
invalidate the laws that pro-
hibited such practices. If A.P.
Bruno had taken time to read
the entire text of the case and
analyze it more closely, it would
have been seen in its proper
light, that of a judicial review of
- articulated rights in the area of
Privacy, and not a moral
diatribe against sodomy.
have to wonder if A.P.
Bruno thought sodomy laws
should apply to heterosexuals as
well, or what? The crowning bit
of annoyance with the letter
came with the drug use analogy,
which is so patently absurd as
to not warrent (sic) comment.
Bryant Nicholson
5K walk sponsored
To the editor:
Saturday, April 8, UMainc
-Circle K sponsored a 5-K Walk
Jot Mankind fundraising event
to benefit Project Concern In-
ternational (PCI). •
7- PCI is a health organization
designed_tp,prevent the:needless
deaths of malnurished and
distqsed-children in the United
States and developing countries.
As of Saturday, we collected
SI024.00 from organizations
and individual sponsors. Mea-
ty percent of this money will be
given to the Greater Bangor
Area Shelter for the Homeless.
The balance goc-N PCI where
a special Child Survival mat-
,
ching grant awards PCI an ad-
ditional $3 for every $1 donated.
We would like to thank the
following organizations which
gave generously:
York Hall Tenants Council,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship,
The Union Board, International
Affairs, Sophomore Owls,
Knox Hall DGB, Stodder-
Chadbourne DG11, Oxford Hall
DGB, Penobscot Hall DC;B,
Androscoggin Hall DGEt, and
the area Kiwanis and key Clubs.
We were also supported by
Coca-Cola, Tabenken Corpora-
tion, Doug's Shop 'n Save, Piz-
za Hut, and McDonald's
Special thanks to tnervone
who took the time to collet
sponsors and walked 5
kilometers in the snov..
Together, we made a difference
for the children • of -poverty.
UMaine Circle K
ft
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Women should have right to choose
lb the editor.
I am a member of the Bangor
N.O.W. group and I have just
returned from the March for
Women's Equality and Choice
in Washington, D.C.
MAKE NO MISTAKE, there
were 600,000 women, children
and men there! This was one of
the most empowering ex-
periences of my life. When the
realization hits that 600,000
people actually marched (from
Fla. to California to Alaska and
overseas) and that there are
thousands of others who feel as
strongly but could not march,
would hope that politicians.
who have not stood up for, or
are against, the ERA and for
pro-choice would begin to
realize that if they don't come
forward and change their posi-
tion, they simply WILL NOT
be elected again!
In 1973 Roe s. Wade gave
women the right to make a
private choice about their
bodies and their futures and
now the Bush administration, in
the Missouri case, have asked
the Supreme Court to overturn
the Roe decision.
People can say that marches
don't change anything but first,
that is simply not true (i.e.. civil
rights, Vietnam war) and
secondly, words can be twisted
but when you actually SEE and
FEEL the intensity of 600,000
people — you know that they
will NEVER turn back, law or
no law. women will not allow
themselves, their 'sisters' and
their daughters to ever be but-
chered in back alleys again for
a personal choice that is their
RIGHT to make.
None Of those 600,000 mar-
- thers-arepro-abortion, but all
of them are pro-choice. They all
feel women have the right and
the integrity to make their own
decisions about something that
might threaten their health or
alter their whole life. This is a
private decision based on each
woman's emotional, physical
and economic concerns and
cannot or should not be dic-
tated by any government.
Jerry Falwell says abortion is
our "national sin" and we must
cherish life. - --
What does he say about the •
unwanted children who are sex-
ually, physically and/or emo-
tionally abused because their
parent or parents were not able
or could not or did not want to
take care of them? Where is all
the money he collects? Is he giv-
ing any of it to these children?
To help. then) live a better life?
HE IS NOT. He does not look
beyond his nose and then says
it's God's will. Does anyone
believe God wants children to--
suffer? If he cherishes life so
much as he and other fun-
damentalists contend; why are
they supporting—Operation—pl
Rescue, which arkt I quote Jerry,
Falwell (USA Today 1989, April 
10) says uses "non-violent direct
action" to rid -the- world of -
abortions.
Do you consider bombing
abortion clinics, burning abor-
tion clinics and shooting 3 shots
into "Jane Roe's" home non-
violent? I don't understand how
pro-abortion persons believe so-
meone who out and out lies st
he can do God's work.
"Donnie and Dave" show defended
To the editor:
Whew, it's over. I thought
that radio show would never
end. Had you ever made the
mistake of listening to
WMEB from 3 - 6 p.m. on,
Wednesday afternoon? Ms
goodness,..it was horrible!
Those Donnie and Dave
characters were just taking
too many risks. Here at this
universitx.1 feel that risk tak-
ing should be suppressed at
all costs. We, the students,
should be protected from
those around who are willing
to toe any line. In fact, I
strongly believe that the GSS
should not have supported
those two, but the senate
should pass into law a bill
that bans such careless
abandon.
Furthermore, we should
all follow in the footsteps of
that otherwise over-listened-
to super station, WMEEt. It's
refreshing to hear such to-
the-point, non-humorous
(huinor -is another scourge
those two put upon.us week-
-IA-safe, air time. The.'llock _
and Roll Patrol" give us a
nice vanilla pudding show
that we can all wallow in the
ooze of familiarity by. To go
a step further, I propose that
all the people who take risks
or dare to laugh be sent
packing to another place to
leave all of us dull people to
yawn some more.
That is, uzdar-they are
laughing sinisterly while try-
ing to pretend- that they ac-
  tualls have some POWER
here at UMaine, No longer
will the airwaVes be polluted
___h_anyone having a "good
_Whew. Gee, thanks
• WMEB. You've done it
again. Tim Plumer II
Cumberland Hall
Somehow I know I don't recall
it being in the bible that God.
says it's okay to lie but I'm sure
Mr. Falwell could find that "in-
terpretation" if it served him to
do so. ,
I was very proud to hear sup-
portive speeches from several
politicians including Alan
Cranston, Fred Metezenbaunt
and Jesse Jackson; celebrities,
such as Mario Thomas, Cybill
Shepherd, Whoopi Goldberg,
Morgan Fairchild, Jane Fonda
and Susan Sarandon, etc and
the singers such as Peter. Paul
and Mary, Judy Collins and the
incomparable, wonderful singer
us hard working peace ac-
tivist, HOLLY NEAR.
All their voices only added
momentum to the groundswell
'of all the other %owes coming
from persons just like myself,
from high school and college
students, from an 81-year-old
woman whose mother had mar-
ched with the suffragettes in the
early 1900s, from gay and.
straight men and women, from
young children, and from
women who travelled all the
way- from France, England.
Japan and other countries.
However, there was no status,
we were united voices all saying
simply the same thing: Give
women the freedom to choose
their own destiny and the right
to have equal opportunities and
rights with men.
Jesse Jackson expressed, in
essence, what I was feeling on
the bus ride down to this march.
This is 1989 — we women
shouldn't have to be marching
and asking for the right to
choose our own destinies and
the right to be equal.
This is 1989 — there should
be no question that women
should have -these basic
freedoms.
Karen 'facsimile
Carmel, ME
Forced feminism
To the editor:
I would like to respond to the
recent attention that has been
given to the-Feminist movement
at the University of Maine.
I respect these women's right
to an opinion, but it seems it is
being forced on everyone. I
—think the Feminist nsovement is
really hurting women. I believe
, in ;qua/ rights, but how far can 
For one.thing, was it Tally
necessary for the-term
__,freshman" to be changed to
."first-year student?" I don't feel
that the term was meant to
discriminate against women —
it is (or was) just tradition to
call new students "freshmen."
It doesn't bother me a bit to be
called a freshman. Lam a
freshman and proud of it.
This change in terminology is
even interfering with my classes;
My instructors take great pains
to make their lectures gender-
TWA MIMI to distract them
because they are being ii0
careful not to Say anything' to
offend the women in the class.
Many of you may think this
strange, coming from a woman.
but I really feel the Feminists
are ruining things for us.
The men are revolting
because of this.
l'se noticed many men on the
campus have changed their at-
titudes towards women because
of this movement, and they are
justified in doing so. They
nitur. "The s want equal rights.
I'll Om them equal rightir and
they_ :become ser y -hostile
towards us.
_ •_
Even so, guys, we're not all
like that.
Many of us believe in equali-
ty, but not so- radically that
we're against tradition and
social standards of politeness.
We're perfectly happy having
the guy treat us as someone
special, open the doors for us,
and treat us to a nice night out.
You just havo:Iwk4ik—ras.
'Amoy Ala
*WW1 Haggis Hall
Go to the source
I think that it's about time
that people get a fair tnal before
a 'gang' of feminists jump
down their throats.
Greg Reid's article "Weight
Lifting" used a quite familiar!'
and funny reference to Hans
and Franz from Saturday Night
Live fame. Maybe Miss Ives
should write to NBC to com-
plain at the source. Yes, Ms
Ives, it was NBC that first gave
up Hans and his expression
"girly-man." Try to find the
true source of your witch-hunt
before you go and stick pa,
:400t in your mouth: -
Scott Bickford
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(continued from page 1)
business of the House, appearing in the
chamber to push for a vote on a $49.7
million Contra aid package.
Rep. Charles Wilson, who was among
..the three dozen or so of the 260 House
-.-,Democrats to attend Wright's speech
said the event "serves to grace everybody
up for a good, hard tough fight." But
he added, "We hasen't hit bottom
yet.
I he pt hick oe,ntirt.tdori itc
work behind closed doors and chairman
Julian Dixon, D-Calif., said no public
announcement of its conclusions was ex-
pected until next week.
But sources familiar with the delibera-
tions said all crucial votes already had
been taken and had gone against Wright
on the two most serious charges: that he
violated House rules by accepting gifts
from a business partner with an interest
in legislation, and that he evaded limits
on collecting speaking feed through bulk
sales of his book, "Reflections of a
Public Man."
The committee .decisions essentially
closed the $1.5jmillion investigation ,
and sent the case into a new, more open
and more political phase which could
lead to a disciplinary hearing and a
range of punishments.
Wright began his day Wednesday with
a 10-minute, highly personal speech to
his strongest supporters at a closed-door
leadership meeting, and was given a
standing ovation, according to
participants.
Later, alluding to charges that his wife
had done little work for a salary she was
paid by a Fort Worth business partner,
Wright said: "My wife's reputation is
very precious to me. And I'm damn well,
darn well, not going to let that be
sacrificed."
*Cult
 (continued from page 1)
"They had a wealthy lifestyle, buying
'89 Mercedes, cash and all kinds of lux-
ury cars and telephones and clothing,"
Gavito said.
The description may fit the profile of
a successful drug smuggler, but details
about Aldretes life fit no such pattern.
"Apparently Sara was leading a dou-
ble life; as a witch in Mexico and as a
dean's honor roll student it Texas
Southmost College," said Sheriffs
Deputy Carlos Tapia.
Texas Southmost College is a two-year
college in Brownsville with an enroll-
ment of 6,500.
Aldrete, a resident alien from Mexico,
was a physical education major and was
one of 33 students listed in the college's
"Who's Who" directory in 1987-88.
"Who's Who" members are nominated
by faculty, have a grade point average of
at least 3.0 and are active in campus
-organizations.
She was also president of the college's
7-Soccer booster club that year and reci-
pient of the "Outstanding Physical
Education Student" award. During the
current session, Aldrete was in enrolled
in 13 hours of courses including govern-
ment, psychology, physical education,
Spanish and first aid.
"We're shocked and astounded that
this could go on, that a student here
could be involved in something like
—
this," said Mike Gonzalez. a
- spokesman for the school.
A search of Aldrete's home in
Matamoros revealed an altar and blood-
spatters, but no bones or bodies, Gavito
said.
. •
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Greg Reid
Football team
to have a now
kind of Spike
The University of Maine football
staff has phoned, driven, and flown
to places as far it,Mississauga, On-
tario, Vestal, New York. and Camden.
Arkansas to recruit linebackers.
guards, and running backs.
But for in its search for a place
kicker, the staff put the expense ac-
counts away and took a few short
steps down the hall, to the office of
Soccer Coach .Jim Dyer.
With starters Peter Borjestedt and
Trent Cockayne not returning this
spring, Maine Coach Tom
Lichtenberg has a job opening on his
roster. Enter freshman Nick Depaolo
of Portland, and a fairly well-known
Black Bear.
"1 guess someone came in and ask-
ed Coach Dyer about a kicker."
said Ben Spike, the Maine soccer
team's all-time leading scorer. "I'm
not through (with school) until
December, so I figured. I'd give it a
shot."
In his second day in full uniform,
Spike twirled a muddy football in his
hands as he spoke, watching guys with
80's and 90's on their chests dive on-
to practice dummies. After awed(' ift -
the fieldhousc, the Black Bears are
finally practicing outside.
"I'd like to play next season, we'll
see if I can do it in the first place."
Spike says, jogging over to the
uprights for extra-point tries with
freshman kicker Nick Depaolo. "
(Practice) is real structured with all
the drills, the horns going off all the
tirn - and stuff. Yeah, it's a little dif-
ferelt than soccer."
'ttic different? How about Mon-
ta. e and Capulet? Roe and Wade?
ith soccer, you run-till-you-drop,
dr 'le, shoot, and sometimes slide
la, !e the ballcarrier. Contact's a real
p of the game, hut not the basis of
it gentleman's game played by ruf-
fi,c .,,,cor-ect? "I'm not going to miss
all :he physical fitness. "
In football, you block the guy in
.front of you, keep the ball from
caching the player you're covering,
and knock the hell out of the guy who
has it. "These guys go nuts. I mean
AIM .
(see SPIKE page 16)
• • \
Sports
Bears to face Hartford
UMaine may finally_ pily at Mahaney Diamond
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine baseball
team leads the ECAC New England
Conference with a record of 3-0.
The Black Bears will try to preserve
that perfect mark against the Universi-
ty of Hartford this weekend.
UMaine plays its first home series of
the season at Mahaney Diamond, with
a single game against the Hawks on
Saturday at 1 p.m. and a doubleheader
on Sunday starting at 12 p.m.
Hartford, the preseason favorite to
win the conference, is currently third in
the league with a record of 3-2 and an
overall record' of 7-81.
[Maine was supposed to play its
home opener last weekend against Nor-
theastern University, but rain and a
spring snowstorm forced the Black Bears
to play the Huskies in Boston this week.
UMaine head coach John Winkin said
he is more concerned about the weather
than how his team will perform.
"We look as though we're ready. The
key is what the weather will let us do. We
want to play at home."
Freshmen righthanders Mike D'An-
drea (3-2) and Ben Burlingame (3-1), and
junior lefthander Ed Therrien will pro-
bably be the starters this weekend for
UMaine. But Winkin is unsure which
games they will pitch.
Therrien, who was 0-5 at the beginn-
ing of the week got his first win of the
season against Northeastern, 9-2, on
Tuesday.
"(Thernen) pitched much better and
that's encouraging. He had a lot more
confidence, determination and a lot
more concentration," Winkin said.
Lefthander Mike Garbeck (2-1), and
nghthanders Keith Wiley (2-1) and Gary
Gallagher (0-2) are expected to start for
i41111101010Ski
14 ell.
:411(
lefthander 14 Therein' woe his first game of the year earlier this week against
Northeastern. Therrien swill start on the mound in one of UMaine's games this
weekead.
Hanford. Left hander Mark Czarkowski
(2-1) is also a possible starter.
Hanford is hitting .290 as a team.
'All-New England third baseman Jeff
Bagwell leads the Hawks with a .413 bat-
' ting average. Other players that could
give [Maine pitchers some trouble are
second baseman Joe Benin° (.357), first
baseman Greg (entracebrir1.349) and
centerfielder Pat Hedge (.347).
The Black Bears are hitting .250 as a
team, with only two players hitting over
.300. UMaine's top hitter is senior Don
Hutchinson with a .362 batting average
Sophomore Mark Sweeney is hitting .342
with 10 doubles and three homeruns for
the Black Bears.
Softball team is Boston-bound
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer •..rasZmi •
The University of Maine—softball team
travels • in Boston to play two
doubleheaders this weekend. The first is
against Harvard University today and
the second will be against Boston Col-
lege on Sunday.
[Maine's last games were against
Central Connecticut State University,
where the Black Bears lost 5-3 and 2-0.
The Black Bears have had a 10-day. la
off which they think *cy. may bancfit
from.
"I think the time off is good," cap-
tain Barb Finke said. "It gave the pit-
chers time to rest and it seems that they
work better when they have more time
off between games."
The Black Bears are expecting a good
series with Harvard but the games
against BC are more important to them.
"We need to do well against BC. They
are the defending ECAC (the Easters
Collegiate Athletic Conference) cham-
pions. If we want to make post-season
(see SOFTBALL page 17)
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Women's track meet unpredictable
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
For the University of Maine women's
track team, it's meet Saturday will be a
meet of unknowns.
In its first scoring meet outdoors.,
'UMaine will face four schools that the
coaches don't really know that much
-about.
Add to that the possibility' of five
missing Black Bears, and that can make
for an interesting weekend jaunt.
Fitchburg State will host UMaine as
well as the University of Lowell.
Springfield College and Holy Cross.
UMaine head coach Jim Ballinger
sees the meet as a tossup but thinks Holy
Cross might have the best team.
Ballinger expects Springfield to boost
a solid contingent, but said that he
"hasn't really, seen much of any of the
teams. . That can mean just about
anything is possible."
Assistant coach Emily Spiteri would
like to win the meet, but couldn't make
any predictions.
"1_ anticipate Holy Cross to have a
good team, and maybe Springfield,"
Spiteri said. "I don't expect much from
Fitchburg and Lowell."
Although Spiteri said the team is very
happy to get outdoors, three members
will definitely not make the trip while
two others may not.
Brenda Sheehan, Tracey Smith and
Kari,Erickson all are out: with Renee
laber and Theresa Withee questionable_
"Those who are going are very excited
and ready to compete," Spiteri said.
"But without a full team, this meet could
be very difficult to win.
Spiteri is looking for nothing but good
things from new performer Priscilla
Nursing graduates
think they can
change the world.
Mercy fully expects
that they will.
A new nurse is a reason to cekbrate—foalJNof the patients
.you'll care tor and for all of the changes you N atktbring
to nursing.
The Nursing Division at Merry congratulates vx.and.
offers you a list of reasons to begin yoor professional p ice
with us;
• State Board Review Benefits: 5 days off—with pay `N--
-to study and Mercy will pay for-all or most of yoUr
  ---c-oursc-fcc—
• The collegial support of experienced nurses
• The diversity of-choke in a modern, acute-care setting
• t ' ni t - specif ic orient at ion
• • RN loan payback. program
• A  clinical promotion program
• One of Maine's most generous tuition reimbursement
programs '•
_4, An opportunity to have a tremendous impact on --
decisions affecting your patients and your practice
Mercy also offers you a very competitive salar a health
plan that covers preventive and well-child services, and a
hospital-sponsored child care program.
__If_you're ready to change the world, (wieider joining a
staff that's actively committed to change. Learn more about
starting your nursing career at Mercy Call or write Sally
lbwers, R.N.,C., Merry Hospital, 144 State Street, Rxtland,
Maine 04101. (207) 879-3529.
MERCY SPITAL
n Equal.OppMtunity Employer and State BotW-Revieir Count Sponsor
Clark, who competes in the shot put and
discus, and hammer thrower Debbie
Cox.
Two traditional leaders will be Melissa
Brancely (high jump, 400 meters and the
two relays) and Tina Meserve (3,000
meters and maybe the 5,000 meters if
there are enough runners for the race).
"I think our 4X100 and 4X400 meter
relays could be very strong," Spiteri
said. "I am really looking forward to
those races."
Heather Killion, coming off two wins
last week in a non-scoring meet, should
add depth, to the sprint corps. Spiteri
said.
UMainea top sprinter, Edette
Wil1ian4, is still bothered with a leg in-
jury but appears ready to perform.
"Emphasis is being placed (in this
meet) on meeting and exceeding the
qualifying standards for the New
Englands," Spiteri said.
•Spike 
And they can hit everyone Even
little guy with the kicking tee.
"But that's a flag, right?" Spike
says to reassure himself. "As long as
a penalty, I don't care."
With his eligibility exhausted but a
semester le go in his undergraduate
study of sociology and psychology.
Spike hopes-to add rsemester of foot-
ball to his resume_ Could come in
handy someday as a sports
psychologist.
"I'm definitely going to miss soc-
cer," Spike says, adjusting to his
first: day in his clean white britches.
"These things limit your flotibility,.
Not that I had any to begin witlf."
"He's got a really strong leg,"
•
teontiamed from page 14)
Depoalo said, kneeling down to hold
for Spike's Field-goal attempts. "He's
_coming along."
Spike eyes the uprights and shakes
his head. 30 yards in this wind? "Let's
move it in a little," he says.
Depaolo, his freshman teacher, tells
him he'll always have to play in wind.
"Let's just move in a little closer for
now," Spike says.
So they take a few short steps
toward to goal post, and possibly
Spike's success at a second career.
Greg Reid is a senior English ma-
for from Sharon, Mass. who is &sap-
, pointed -thisiirtli;!nn is a little lesscon-
troversial.
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First outdoor meet set
hs Dan Bustard
staff Writer
With the first outdoor scoring meet of
the year-set for Saturday. the University,
of Maine men's track team seems ready
to face sOme stiff competition.
UMaine will travel to Rochester, Nit.
to face the University of Rhode Island,
the University of Vermont, the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts and the host
school. the University of New
Hampshire.
Rhode Island seOp lhe_New Bfiglopti
indoor championships while UNH,
(Maine head coach Jim Ballinger said.
has its best team in 10 years.
"This will be like the old Yankee Con-
ference meet, except Connecticut won't
he there." Ballinger said. "This will be
a very high quality."
Ballinger favors URI to win the met.:
•Softball
due to us superior depth. (.Mass
bring the_grongest group of distance
runners, while Vermont and UMaine
seem to match up well.
"I would have to favor Rhode Island
to win this meet," Ballinger said. "I
am just looking for us to run as well as
,we can: I really don't know where we will
finish."
One of the top races looks to ,be the
200 meters, where UMaines Carl Smith
and Mike Norman face off against
U NH's freshman star Esarney Elarromeo.
"Rhode Island may have one in there,
but those three are all good sprinters."
11-1"-ger said.
The steeplechase will not be run,
aijowing UMaines Mark Snow to com-
pete in the 1,500 meters or the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles.
UNH will by led by distance runner;
Darrell Covell' and Randy .Hall, Mike
Wellington, a decathalon specialist, and
weight man David Weisser.
"Vermont has their 49-foot triple
jumper returning." Ballinger said.
"They could break some events up with
their top people. "
Middle distance runner Doug Reed
will spearhead the Rhode Island team ef-
fort, which will have an advantage in the
weight events, Ballinger said.
"That could allow Rhode Island to
push UNH," Ballinger added. "They
have some good hammer throwers."
As far as the sprints, hurdles and jum-
ping events go, each team has one or two
good entrants, except for possibly
UMass.
Ken LeVasseur, one of UMaines top
weight throwers, has been ill all week but
should be ready to compete Saturda%
piay, have to at least split with them
this weekend. I'd be happy with a
Finke said
The Black Bears, who have a 15-1'
record, split a doubleheader with the
Eagles during last fall's schedule.
The Black Bears' pitcher's hase had 3
strong showing so far this season. Lei-
thander Lori Methot, the only veteran
pitcher, has a 7:7 record with an ERA
of 1.96. Freshmen Sherri Bridges and
Marlene Myslinski are 3-6 and 5-4,
respectively. Myslinski has a 2.03 ERA
while Bridges' stands at 1.23.
UMaines top offensive players to date
are Juniors Jocelyn kondrotas and Chris
Bouchard along with Finke, who is a
_senior. Konclrotas has a .575 batting
average with a team-high II RBIs.
Bouchard and Finke are batting .103 and
.301 respectively.
Coach Janet Anderson could not be
reahed tor comment.
Harvard goes
-into its series against
Maine with a 5-2 record. The Crimson
has only two pitchers in Lee Polikoff and
Julia Fronholz. Polikoff (3-0)„ has an
ERA of 1.29 and has not walked a bat-
ter in 21 innings. Fronholz (2-2) has on-
1) walked one batter in 26 innings and
has a 0.35 ERA.
Harvard's top hitters are Nancy Prior
and Beth Wambach. Prior leads the
team offensively with a .500 batting
average. She also has two doubles and
five RBIs. Wambach leads the team in
RBIs with six and has one home run on
the season. Her batting average is .481.
• Interested in  .writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
• 
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For fall and summer
Ca11:941-9113
866-2516
• • e • 1r
Looking for a head start on next
semester?
Hilltop Health Club is looking for
part time help next fall.
If interested call 581-4809.
Applications due by April 19th.
Fill out an application today
and get a head start on next semester!
•-••••
econtioued from page 14)
Boston College 18-3-1) comes into the
weekend doubleheader with one of its
best starts to date, according to its sports
information office. Lori Salvia and
Chris Comeau lead the Eagles' pitching
staff. Salvia has a record of-5-1 while
Comeau stands at 3-2.
Offensively, BC is lead by Stephanie
Nardon and lam Markey. Nardon boasts
a .436 batting average along with rise
RBIs. Markey, with a batting average of
..371,1eads the Eagles with 10 RBIs and
two doubles.
The Black Bears' next game will be on
April 21 at the University of
Massachusetts.
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THE ART
OF SEEING
Principles of 2-Dimensional Art
FALL 198,
No prerequisites
Mondays and Wednesdays 2:10-3:25
ARN 151 - PRINCIPLES or 2-RINIIIISIONAL ART
Is an introduction to art that offer, an analysis of the
fundamental premises under lying such two-dimensional art turms
as painting, drawing, and printmaking. This course is not an
historical survey though key masterpieces from different periods
and styles are studied. 3 credits
For further information contact:
Professor David 0. Decker
111 Carnegie Hall
Model— S81-3251
-.WISION--
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Leftist guerrillas fkj-ht----en-in El Salvador
by Brook Larmer
The Christian Science Monitor
SANTA MARIA, El Salvador — Just
hours after leading a rebel attack on a
Salvadoran Army unit in the hills above
this village, Comandante "Antolin" (not
his real name) strolls into town as if
returning from a day at the office.
The hills are still smoldering from the
Army's barrage of helicopter gunfire.
Children continue gathering the fallen
shell casings, whistling into them like
empty Coke bottles. And fresh Arms.
troops are expected to pass by the set-
tlement in a few hours.
But Antilin, the top regional com-
mander of the leftist Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front (FMLN) —
feels safe and sound in Santa Marta.
Freshly shaven and sporting a yellow
Ralph Lauren Polo shirt, the 37-year-old
guerrilla leader settles in. for a long
candlelit interview. He doesn't mind be-
ing in plain view of the villagers who
have resettled here after fleeing Army
bombing raids in 1981.
"I've been able to show these people
that I'm not their enemy," says An-
tolin, explaining how he can venture heir
without bodyguards — and how he
thinks the FMLN can gain the upper
hand in its nine-year war against the
United States-funded .Army.
"The force of the FMLN resides in the
people," says the urbane revolu-
tionary, a university graduate who first
became involved in clandestine leftist
groups 21 years ago. He notes that the
guerrillas have reestablished themselves
in the Cabanas Department (province)
over the past year and a half. "If the
revolutionary message reaches people's
hearts because it describes a situation
that they feel and experience, then there
is no power in the world that c-an stop
them"
So far, not even the 60,000-strong
-Salvadoran Army — flush with over
S850 million in U.S. military -aid over the
past eight years — has been able to
squelch the 7,000-member insurgency.
The Marxist-inspired rebels, who are
fighting to redistribute the nation's
wealth, have strong roots in communties
like Santa Marta that have been' battered
by poverty and repression. They- control
29 of the country's 262 municipailiitcs,
and have expanded their presence to all
of El Salvador's 13 departments — in-
cluding the capital.
But the FMLN is being forced to play
politics. While considered the best-
trained guerrilla army in Latin America,
the FMLN does not have the force to
turn the tide of war in its favor. Its in-
ternational backers are tired of the war
and are pushing for a negotiated end. So
are more than 60 percent of all
Salvadorans, according to a recent opi-
nion poll.
"We need international support and
we need the internal masses,"
acknowledges Antolin. "If the people's
strongest desire is for peace, then we
must show our real political will and win
the sympathy of the masses."
Pushed to be more flexible by this col-
lective longing for peace, the FMLN is
planning to launch a second "peace pro-
posal" sometime before newly elected
right-wing President Alfredo Cristiani
takes office on June 1.
The initiative, Antolin says, will
deepen the concessions made in the
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY PROJECT
COURSES MAY TERM AND FALL 1989
May lb •
T50 251 Transportation and Social Change- ---
Monday-Friday. 9:15 A.M.-l2 Kan
101 Boardman Hag
Interritsonary studo( the technological development and
social impacts of rail.air.and automobile transportation
Taught by engineers.social scienttsts.and humanists Includes
one or more field tnps
Fall Itrm:
.150 398 [01] Technology and the Environment
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 12 30 1:45 P.M.
Professor Sherman Hasbrouck
_Seminar,on_the historical interplay benveen technolop and both
natural and urban environments
ISO 398 [02] Patterns of Invention
Tuesdays. 3:10 - 5:40
Professor Dan Kane
Study of invention at both historical and technological
levels from the light bulb to the laser.
FOf further information see the Proiect Director.
Professor Howard Segal, 200A Steven Hol,5I11920_
•
t •- IP; A • A]. A.. A Ain
rebels' January Propsal, which called for
a six-month delay of the March 19 elec-
tion while the two sides negotiated an
end to the war. Now that the election has
passes, he says, the-new plan - will deal
"concretely with the social-economic
model that could be implemented."
Antolin doesn't harbor any illusions
of an imminent end to the war.
The proposals, rather, stem designed
to wrest the public relations initiative
away from Cristiani's ultraconservative
Nationalist Republican Alliance
(ARENA). The force ARENA and the
&filly "to unmask themselves" as the
true warmongers, says Antolin. And, by
taking up the banner of peace, the
FMLN hopes to cultivate more civilian
support, as it has in Santa Marta.
Such Guerrilla bastions make the ar-
my's job tougher. Earlier that day, at an
outpost two miles above this village,
a frustrated army officer and 30
soldiers were catching their breath after
the 45-minute clash with Antolin's
troops. "They were shooting from the
houses," complained the shaken of-
ficer. "Here we are guarding these peo-
ple and the shoot at us..."
Looking down the valley- toward San-
ta Marta he added angrily: "It's a town
of subversives."
His charge carries a grain of truth:
For, in Santa Marta, signs of sympathy
for the guerrillas — like the remnantiof '
recent fighting — are inescapable.
In the mornings, as sunlight slants
through the smoke of breakfast camp-
fires, villagers listen openly to the music
and news of clandestine station Radio
Farabundo Marti, until it is overtaken by
another, Radio Venveremos.
In the afternoons, if enough church-
supplied materials have been allowed
through by the local army commander,
villagers work on communal farming or
construction projects organized by the
town's 16-member directorate — and
protected by the FMLN.
The town's support for the MN--
becomes even clearer at dusk: Dozens of
guerrillas filter into the town plaza
elusive shadows in the enveloping
darkness. (-lusters of .sillagers gather
around each combatant, pressing in to
hear the latest news. A 17-year-old in -a
maroon beret boasts about the eight ar-
my casualties. A small 13-year-old rebel
holds court with over a dozen children
as if he were the hero of a junior high-
school basketball game.
But Santa Maria didn't become a
guerrilla oasis overnight.
It began with a mix of poverty,
neglect, and repression fostered by 50
years of military rule. Then, just as the
guerrillas began to build their force in
the area in March 1481, thc army Iv
loose three days of bombing that forced
several thousand peasants to flee_ Three
dozen villagers — Mill& of them children
— were killed on their way to Mesa
Grande refugee camp in Honduras.
Incensed by the violence and in-
fluences by- FMLN promises to spread
the wealth, many came back to join los
muchachos (the boys) as the rebels are
fondly known here.
"There were no options left us,"
said a robust, 35-year-old woman, who
helped cook for the guerrillas in 1981.
Her two sons joined the rebels and were
killed in combat — both at the age of 17.
Much to the army's dismay, the rest
of the villagers returned in two waves in
October 1987 and November 1988, tak-
ing advantage of a political opening pro-
vided by the August 1917 Ctal
American peace accord.
2,000 peasants live here.
Despite FMLN and ARENA pmmises
of negotiations, Santa Marta residents
fear the war will intensify. "One soldier
told me, 'Just wait until ARENA wins.,
then we will put a bomb in every one of
your houses:" says Candida Recinos, a
member of the village directorate.
Such warnings evoke bitter memories
of earlier bombings.
"We certainly had a little scare,"
says Alicia Garcia, her eyes filling with
tears as she ponders the past — and the
future. "Now- we're just waiting here with
our arms folded, wondering what they
(the armed forces) are thinking. We can
never know what they are thinking."
Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
• •„ •  • • t. • •
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Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Invites all those who are interested
in changing themselves,the campus
and the world to two hours of concerted
prayer.
Sunday,April 16,2:00 P.M. South Bangor
bunge-Union
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Sunday, April 16
101 Neville Hall
8:00 P.M.
'Best Selling Author'
'Political Columnist'
'Marksman'
'Hillbilly'
Free to the Public
Guest Lecture Series
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MAINE DAY '89
•
A day of community service at U. Maine.
Wednesday, April 19, from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
Be a part of a stowing tradition and partipate in Maine Day'.
We have service-projects, but we need-you. Together lets get
rid of that dull winter look and spruce our U.,Maine campus
with a look that it is famous-for. Spring is in the air, now
we need the look.
Get involved!!
We need your dorm, fraternity, sorority and organization!
Talk it up and call us to sign up for a project. 12ave your
name(s)-and where we can-contact you with.
jenn Dill at Crossland Hall, 581-2586 -
• All workers need to meet at meet -at the Mall by 8 a.m. on Maine
,Day, to receive supplies.
All workers will receive a button that will.iiave you big bucks
for the evening concert: John Cafferty and The Beaver
Brown Band.
Oozeball will begin at the BBQ, all proceeds will go toward
Operation Liftoff: a wish fulfillment foundation for children
with life threatening illnesses. Get yaw team together and
register this week or send donation_in-care of Operation -.-
Liftoff to Crossland Hall.
Don't miss out on a great time. Maine Day is a U; Maine
tradition since 1930, so let's continue this tradition with
-pos4ive susgport. WE NEED YOU to make a difference.
For more information call the Maine Day Committee at 581-2586
or stop by Crossland Hall.
T-Shirts on Sale this week in the Union and in the ROC office. Only $5.00 each.
MAINE DAY '89, WEDNESDAY APRIL 19, 1989
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